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1Abstract—Rock

efficiency of coal mine production. As an effective
geophysical monitoring method, the electromagnetic
radiation technology has been applied to most mines with
serious rock burst in China [12], e.g., rock burst prediction
[13]. However, the electromagnetic radiation can be used
only for qualitative analysis. For example, the intensity of
electromagnetic radiation reflects the stress and burst degree
of the coal rock mass and the amount of pulses mainly
reflects the rock cracks [14]. Therefore, the burst degree of
the coal rock mass can be predicted using the characteristics
of the electromagnetic radiation field. The problem is that it
cannot accurately locate the area of rock fracture. For
another example, the electromagnetic geophysical methods
are employed to detect geological anomalous structures and
disaster sources of water [15]–[17]. However, existing
methods are only applicable to low frequency range and
cannot accurately locate the position of the anomalous
bodies.
In fact, the rock burst often occurs in a sudden or violent
way in underground rock masses. Although the failure
process of rocks is usually characterized by crack initiation,
propagation, and coalescence with associated damage and
evolution, the developing time of the whole process is very
short. Therefore, the radiation electromagnetic wave exhibits
high frequency characteristics. According to the Maxwell
theory, the responses of high frequency electromagnetic
waves are mainly associated with medium permittivity [18],
which is very sensitive to bearing of coal rock [19].
Coincidentally, the medium permittivity is very sensitive for
the rock watery. As a result, it is reasonable to analyse rock
permittivity to detect geological anomalies.
This paper aims to study the distribution of the geoelectrical parameters using electromagnetic radiation by
electromagnetic inversion method. In the research process,
the permittivity of the electromagnetic waves is analysed.
Numerical analysis results demonstrate that the
electromagnetic inverse scattering is effective to locate
disaster water source.

burst is a common typical geological hazard
in deep underground mining. Before the rock mass explosion,
electromagnetic energy will radiate outward during the
deformation and rupture of the coal rocks. Hence, it is possible
to use the electromagnetic radiation to predict geological
disasters in coal mines. A challenging task using the active
source electromagnetic survey technique is to detect geological
anomalies, such as disaster water sources and geological
structures. To this end, this paper proposes a new
electromagnetic radiation solution based on the forward and
inversion theory to detect geological anomalies in the coal seam.
Based on typical coal mine geological models, the forward
modelling and inversion modelling have been performed,
respectively. The forward modelling explained the geological
anomalies inside the coal seam, which were very sensitive to the
response of the radiated electromagnetic field; especially, for
the water-bearing geological anomalies. The inversion
modelling discovered that the inversion geo-electric parameter
distribution agreed well with the actual model. As a result, the
proposed method is feasible for geological anomalies detection.
Keywords—Coal
mining
safety;
Rock
Electromagnetic radiation; Electromagnetic scattering.

burst;

I. INTRODUCTION
Electromagnetic waves are used to detect the obscured
and remote regions based on the imaging techniques [1]–[7].
For example, oil and gas exploration in oil industry [8], nondestructive evaluation in industrial structures [9], and
physical examinations [10]. In fact, the electromagnetic
theory is widely used in the field of coal mine safety [11].
China is one of the countries with the most severe rock burst,
where serious restrict has been made to ensure safety and
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Here, Green’s function can be expressed by (16)

II. SCATTERING FORWARD PROBLEM
The total electromagnetic fields satisfy the Maxwell
equations in the presence of the scatter:

 H t  i E t ,
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Green’s function of impulse response meets the following
condition

In fact, the total field includes two parts: incident field
and scattered field
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In addition, the incident field also satisfies the Maxwell
equations:

Scattering electromagnetic field in the far zone can be
calculated by

 H i  i E i ,

(5)

  E  i H .

E s (r )  k 2  g (r , r ') J (r ')dr '.

(6)
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However, the total electromagnetic field for the area
scatter located in the domain is composited by two parts; one
is the incident field and the other part is the scattering field
as shown in (19) [20]

Combining (3)–(6), the following formulas can be
obtained:
  H s  i E s  i  a    E t ,

(7)

 E s  i H s  i  a    H t  .

(8)
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where k is the wave number.

For (7) and (8), the second item in the right part can be
written as:
J  i   a    E ,

(9)

K  i  a    H .

(10)

III. FORWARD NUMERICAL MODELLING
As mentioned above, mining water disaster and rock burst
disaster are very common in China. Here, the distribution of
the electromagnetic field caused by the rock burst and the
scattering field corresponding to the geological anomalous
body are studied by numerical simulations. Figure 1 shows
the two-dimensional coal seam model with the size of
150×200 (m). Assume that the fractured zone caused by the
rock burst can radiate electromagnetic waves. In order to do
numerical simulation, it is supposed that the center of the
fractured zone is the coordinate origin and 16 electric
dipoles are evenly fixed to detect the radiated source as
shown in Fig. 1. Besides, the relative permittivity of the coal
rock is set to 10. The distribution of the radiated
electromagnetic field is shown in Fig. 2, where the
electromagnetic energy radiates evenly around the source.
When there is a geological anomalous body in the coal seam,
it will become scattered to generate a scattering field. As
shown in Fig. 3, there is only one tunnel in the coal seam
model and the relative permittivity of the tunnel is defined as
1. Note that the relative permittivity of background coal rock
is 10. In this case, the scatter in Fig. 4 exhibits an obvious
distribution of scattering field near the tunnel. Therefore, the
scattering response of the coal mining tunnel is very
sensitive to the radiation field caused by rock burst.
Besides the geological anomalous body of the tunnel, the
geological disaster anomalous body will be much more
significant for the coal mine safety, such as for coal mine
water disaster source and coal mine goaf. As shown in Fig. 5
and Fig. 7, there are two water-bearing rocks with area of
50 m by 50 m in the right and in the front of the tunnel,
respectively.

Equation (9) plays the role of electric current density and
(10) plays the role of magnetic current density in the
Maxwell equations.
However, coal rock is usually non-magnetic, which means
that a    0; therefore, (10) is equal to zero. Thus, the
electromagnetic field scattering can be rewritten as:

 H s  i E s  J ,

(11)

 E s  i H s .

(12)

Combining (11) and (12), it yields

 E s  k E s  i0 J (r ).

(13)

For an arbitrary electric current distribution J(r), it is
convenient to calculate its radiation fields by using the
concept of the dyadic Green’s function G(r , r '), which is
defined to satisfy (14)

    G  r , r    k 2G  r , r    I   r  r   ,

(14)

where, I is a vector. The radiation fields by the current
distribution J (r ) can be formulated as the convolution of
the dyadic Green’s function with J (r )

E (r )  i0  G  r , r    J  r   dr  .

(15)
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difference of relative permittivity between coal seam and
water-bearing rock is larger than that between the coal seam
and tunnel, the scattering field response of the water-bearing
rock is much more obvious than that of the tunnel.

Fig. 1. Model of rock burst in the coal seam with 16 electric dipoles. The
relative permittivity of coal rock is 10.

Fig. 5. Model of mine geology with tunnel and water-bearing zone in the
right of the coal.

Fig. 2. Distribution of radiated electromagnetic field of Fig. 1, where the
electromagnetic energy radiates evenly around the source.

Fig. 6. Distribution of scattering electromagnetic field of Fig. 5.

Fig. 3. Model of mine geology with tunnel and fracture zone in the front of
tunnel.

Fig. 7. Model of mine geology with tunnel and water-bearing zone in the
front of the coal.

Fig. 4. Distribution of scattering electromagnetic field of Fig. 3.

The relative permittivity of the water-bearing rock, tunnel,
and coal rock are 60, 1, and 10, respectively. Their
responses of scattering fields are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 8,
where both of the two cases indicate high sensitivity for the
water-bearing rock. Compared with Fig. 4, because the

Fig. 8. Distribution of scattering electromagnetic field of Fig. 7.
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IV. SCATTERING INVERSION FORWARD PROBLEM

focuses on water-containing geological anomalous body and
anhydrous goaf geological anomalous body. According to
the geo-electrical parameters of a coal seam, the relative
permittivity of the coal seam, water-containing coal rock,
and goaf without water are respectively defined as 10, 60,
and 1.
Figure 9 shows the coal seam geological model with the
area of 200×200 (m) and its center coincides with defined
coordinate origin. It is assumed that there is a circular watercontaining anomalous body with 10 m radius and its center
coordinate is (60, 60). Based on the scattering forward
knowledge, the forward modelling has been established to
analyse the response of the coal seam geological model. The
forward modelling results are as shown in Fig. 10, where the
electrical field distribution is consistent with the model in
Fig. 1 and the area with the water-bearing rock is obvious,
which means that the bearing water rock is very sensitive to
the scattering field.

For convenience,  is introduced and it can be described
using  a and  as shown in (20)

  ( a   ),

(20)

where  a denotes relative permittivity of anomalous
geological body and  denotes relative permittivity of
background field.
The parameter  is chosen to minimize the function
defined as the quadratic error in the scattered field. For
estimating the distribution of geo-electrical parameters, the
following function has been constructed as shown in (21)
[21]
F ( )  EOS  E s (r ) ,

(21)

where E s (r )  Gs ( Gs† ( E s )) and † indicates one electric
dipole of 16 electric dipoles.
The minimum of F(  ) requires the derivative with
respect to  to be zero, which leads to an analytical solution
of 

 

 Eos , E s (r ) 
E s (r )

(22)

.

Once  is obtained, the electric dipole generates the
electrical field which can be described as

E s (r )  Gs (  E t )  s.

(23)

The total field generated by all 16 electric dipoles can be
calculated by

J   (r ) E t (r ).

Fig. 9. Model with water-bearing zone of circular shape with the center
coordinate being (60, 60).

(24)

The enforcement of (24) to all incidents leads to a leastsquares problem, and the solution of  (r ) can be obtained
analytically

 (r ) 
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,
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where   ( a   ). Hence, we get the new  a which can be
evaluated by (25) [21]
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Fig. 10. Distribution of scattering electromagnetic field of Fig. 9.

According to the underground coal mine environment, the
observation system is designed to receive information of the
scattering field and all the receivers are arranged in the
tunnel around the coal seam as shown Fig. 11. It is
reasonable to receive scattering field to inverse the
permittivity distribution of the coal seam. The inversion
modelling result is shown in Fig. 12, where the distribution

If g meets the error requirement, then the computation will
exit.
V. INVERSION NUMERICAL MODELLING
According to the actual situation encountered in the
mining of coal, inversion numerical simulation mainly
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of the permittivity can be used for analysing potential area of
the water-bearing rock distribution.
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Fig. 14. Distance from mining face [20].
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

100

This paper uses the distribution of the permittivity to
detect the water-bearing rock distribution. Numerical
simulations have been carried out to evaluate the proposed
method. The main conclusions of the analysis results can be
drawn as follows.
1. The results of forward modelling show that the
scattering electromagnetic field responses of the
anomalous geological bodies are obvious. Specifically,
the sensitivity of the scattering electromagnetic field
responses is very useful for water-bearing rock detection.
The forward modelling shows that it is possible to use the
scattering electromagnetic field to investigate the waterbearing rock in the coal seam. Besides, the inversion
results match well with the theoretical model.
2. Although the radiation scattering in the electromagnetic
field has been studied by many researchers, all of them
focus on small scale objects, such as meters, centimetres
or millimetres. The target of this research focuses on the
coal mine with scale of hundreds of meters. Therefore, the
results of the research proved feasibility of using
scattering electromagnetic field to solve the geological
problem and broadened application range.
3. Comparison between results from China State Key Lab
of Coal Resources and Safe Mining and our research
results shows that our research can much more precisely
locate the position of disaster source in the coal seam.

Fig. 11. Observation system in the underground coal tunnel.

Fig. 12. Inversion modelling result of geological model as shown in Fig. 9.

The similar researches have been done in China State Key
Lab of Coal Resources and Safe Mining. The observation
points of working face are shown in Fig. 13. The points were
set with intervals of 10 m at the working face or coal
laneway. Figure 14 shows the observation results, the
electromagnetic radiation intensity indicating earth stress
distribution [22]. The curve (Fig. 14) can be used to estimate
possible horizontal position of disaster source by
electromagnetic radiation intensity. However, our research
inversion results can locate the exact position of disaster
source in the inside of coal seam as shown in Fig. 12.
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